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= a political leader who tries to influence people through 
emotions instead of with logical arguments

= in addition to what has already been said

= unusually good and special; being the only one of its kind

= information or facts;  information in a form that can be 
stored and used, especially in a computer

= to make certain that something will happen properly

demagogue

furthermore

unique

data

ensure
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demagogue

DEFINITION:

• a political leader who tries to 
influence people through 
emotions instead of with logical 
arguments

SAMPLE SENTENCES:

• Senator Huey Long of Louisiana 
was criticized as a demagogue 
because of his emotional radio 
speeches in the 1930s. 

• Senator Joseph McCarthy was a 
gifted demagogue who raised 
fears of communism in the 
1950s.  



demagogue

Senator Huey Long of Louisiana was criticized as a demagogue 
because of his emotional radio speeches in the 1930s. 



demagogue

Senator Joseph 
McCarthy was a 
gifted demagogue 
who raised fears of 
communism in the 
1950s.  



furthermore

DEFINITION:

• in addition to what has 
already been said

SENTENCES

• The internet contains questionable 
information and, furthermore, it is 
not a good babysitter. 

• I am not interested in what you are 
selling, and furthermore, I asked 
your company not to contact me 
again.  



The internet contains questionable 
information and, furthermore, it is not a good 
babysitter. 

furthermore



furthermore

I am not interested in what 
you are selling, and 
furthermore, I asked your 
company not to contact 
me again.  



unique
DEFINITION:

unusually good and special; being 
the only one of its kind

SENTENCES

• Betty has a unique ability of 
communicating with animals of 
all kinds. 

• Winning the championship five 
times was a unique 
achievement. 



Betty has a unique
ability of 
communicating with 
animals of all kinds. 

unique



unique

Winning the 
championship five 
times was a unique 
achievement. 



data
DEFINITION:

information or facts;  information 
in a form that can be stored and 
used, especially in a computer

SENTENCES

• This little computer can store as 
much data as many larger models. 

• The spacecraft has sent back new 
data about Jupiter’s atmosphere. 



This little computer can store as much data as 
many larger models. 

data



The spacecraft sent back 
new data about Jupiter’s 
atmosphere. 

data



ensure
DEFINITION:

• to make certain that something 
will happen properly

SENTENCES

• All the necessary steps had been 
taken to ensure their safety. 

• Bert took daily vitamins to 
ensure that he would remain 
healthy. 



ensure

All the necessary steps had been 
taken to ensure their safety. 



ensure

Bert took daily vitamins to 
ensure that he would remain 
healthy. 
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